Challenges to Recruitment of Urban African American Patients with Cancer Pain
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Abstract

There are many assumptions about recruitment of African Americans to cancer studies. The population is often characterized as older, low income, with limited education, scarce resources, and distrust of the health care system. Support systems for African Americans are reported to be centered on family and church communities. Observations made during recruitment and enrollments for a longitudinal intervention study with urban African Americans with cancer pain are presented. Majority of the subjects being recruited in this study are well educated, knowledgeable about research and very open to healthcare providers and researchers. Our population is younger than anticipated and struggling with an absence of family, faith, or community supports. They are more connected in terms of phone ownership, but often difficult to contact due to interruptions in phone service, housing insecurity and time demands related to medical care for their cancer. We conclude that familiarity with cultural patterns of a population of interest is necessary, but local and individual assessment is critical to successful recruitment to research.
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Introduction

A fundamental issue in quality research is the need to successfully access the population, recruit potential subjects, and enroll eligible participants. When the population of interest is African American, there is ample literature discussing commonly encountered research issues and cultural patterns [1-5]. However, when the focus is on urban African Americans with cancer pain, there is little guidance available from the literature [6,7]. Additionally, challenges observed in our own research suggest somewhat different issues with recruitment. The purpose of this paper is to describe some of the expected and unexpected challenges encountered in the recruitment of Midwestern urban African American patients with cancer pain to a longitudinal, community-based intervention study.

The study from which our observations are derived is a large randomized control trial of a coaching intervention to improve function among African Americans with cancer pain. Following IRB approval, we are recruiting adult men and women who report experiencing moderate-to-severe pain. Pain in patients with cancer may be caused by tumor involvement, associated with cancer therapy, or may be due to factors unrelated to their cancer [8-10]. Most patients with cancer rank pain as their most distressing symptom, regardless of the type of disease, the presence of metastasis, or the treatment regimen [11,12]. Our study focuses on the relationship between pain and functional status rather than type or stage of cancer, therefore, all African American patients with cancer related pain are eligible to participate. The coaching intervention is unique in that it is culturally tailored to our African American community and individualized to the needs of each specific participant. In this ongoing longitudinal study, participants are followed for 12 weeks. This paper reports on patient recruitment issues observed within the 18 months of the study. Comprehensive reporting of study findings will occur when we complete the study protocol.

In approaching research design with traditionally underserved populations, it is tempting to focus on characteristics that distinguish unique aspects of culture. There is growing consensus, however, that culture needs to be defined and addressed in its broadest connotation to include not only race and ethnicity, but also other characteristics that are commonly used to classify people [13]. Such characteristics include gender, sexual orientation, education, socioeconomic status, employment, values, beliefs, religion/spirituality, and many more [14,15]. One classic definition of culture is the learned, shared, and transmitted values, beliefs, norms, and ways of life that guide thinking, decisions and actions in patterned ways [16]. Culture is acquired through processes of growing up or living in a particular place at a specific time in history [17]. Each human being has a way of being in the world that reflects both common and unique aspects of culture and each is certain that their way of being is the correct way. It is not until people encounter and interact with others who have a different “right way” to express culture that the potential for conflict and opportunities for appreciating diversity arise [13,18].

Using standard descriptions of group characteristics, needs, and desires can provide some guidance regarding ways to
approach a population. For example, when doing research in an African American community, it is widely reported that issues of distrust are common and must be addressed [2,19-22]. Whereas, the overall patterns in a population help to distinguish one group from another, the within-group variation is often observed to be greater than the between-group variation. For example, within African American communities there are many people who do trust researchers [6]. Both group-level knowledge and individual assessment are needed to adequately understand the needs, preferences, and adaptations necessary to conduct research on any population group [18]. Group-level knowledge, aka “holding knowledge,” is useful as a way to guide small group and individual assessment [17]. Knowing that trust is an issue for many African Americans, for example, should sensitize investigators to the need to assess the specific people with whom they conduct research for levels of trust and to design procedures to address trust concerns when they are identified. Knowledge of cultural patterns should also guide researchers to never assume that any individual’s ways of being in the world are consistent with even their own cultural group patterns.

**Observations from Our Experience**

**Accessing patients and caregivers**

The specific population of interest for our research is urban African Americans with cancer pain. Patients are being identified through a comprehensive cancer center in a large city. Knowing the population is essential to understanding the people you hope to recruit from any population. Although the literature may describe characteristics of a given group, understanding the specifics of the group in a particular setting and within a given context cannot be done without insider (emic) knowledge [17]. One way to acquire such knowledge is to include on the research team people from the community and those who have extensive experience with community members. In addition, researchers need sustained engagement with a community to grasp the nuances and range of values and beliefs of potential participants. A third and most common way to acquire knowledge is to review the extant literature from those working with similar populations. In our work we are utilizing all three approaches.

Researchers are often exposed to the idea that as a result of historically harmful projects, such as the Tuskegee Syphilis Study [2], African Americans distrust researchers and are therefore generally resistant to participation [4]. Our experience has demonstrated that many African American cancer patients with pain express both trust and interest in research. In preparation for our current study, we conducted a focus group with nine African American patients drawn from the population of interest to assess their current methods of coping with pain, their perceptions of proposed study tools, and their impressions of the planned intervention. Within this small group there was marked enthusiasm for the study and all of the focus group participants indicated that they were eager to enroll. As we moved forward with recruitment for the main study, we observed that many African Americans that we approached were already very knowledgeable about cancer research and their participation options.

It is widely assumed that African Americans living in old inner-city neighborhoods are uneducated, live in poverty, and are underinsured or uninsured [23,24]. Although, this undoubtedly describes many people, we are finding that the people we approach to assess eligibility and interest in research participation actually represent a broad spectrum of education and socioeconomic levels, including patients with advanced education and substantial means. Because, we are accessing the population through a comprehensive cancer center, we usually find that African American patients we approach have some form of health insurance. However, many patients are underinsured and are not able to get all the recommended medications and treatments. Also, unfortunately, many people we approach have more limited financial resources. Consistent with the literature, we are finding a large number of participants living in urban neighborhoods of boarded-up or burned-out houses. Some families own their homes, but are unable to afford repairs, and have no option to move. Others move frequently, due to personal, social, and economic pressures that cause housing instability and uncertainty.

Family is reported to be a central value among African Americans, with several types of extended or interconnected families being common [25]. We are recruiting dyads of cancer patients and their caregivers. We ask participants to identify as their caregiver the person who helps them the most. In many instances, we are finding that potential participants cannot identify any caregiver at all, while others name multiple people intermittently involved with their care. These caregivers are rarely spouses or partners; sometimes children, siblings or parents; and more often neighbors, friends, or paid helpers. Frequently, the identified caregivers do not live with the patient and are not available to the patient or the researchers because they work full time or have competing responsibilities. It cannot be assumed that even those with extended family in the area can rely on family members for care giving. For myriad reasons, many urban African Americans with cancer find themselves essentially alone.

Another value frequently cited in the literature regarding African Americans is the importance of and reliance on church communities [25]. Churches are central institutions that provide many types of spiritual, social, and instrumental support in the African American community. Based on the literature, we expected to see caregivers and social networks arising from church communities. Although some participants make every effort to attend services when they feel well enough, support from the local church communities has not been widely evident in our recruitment experience. The degree of social isolation observed among African American patients with cancer pain in our area appears to be significant.

The unexpected pattern, of lack of social support for the cancer patients, that became evident during the course of the study, may be attributed to the age distribution pattern of the subjects involved. Potential participants so far seem to be quite a bit younger, than we anticipated. According to the American Cancer Society, the median age of diagnosis for all cancers in all
Recruiting participants

As initially conceptualized, our recruitment plan involved identifying potential participants through referral from ambulatory care clinicians in a large regional cancer center. Although a number of clinicians wrote letters of support suggesting that they would refer patients to the study, we quickly identified a barrier with clinician referral. At any given time there are dozens of clinical trials and behavioral research projects seeking participants from the ambulatory clinics of the comprehensive cancer center. In spite of excellent intentions, the capacity to provide adequate numbers of referrals is limited due to time and attention constraints as well as other organizational issues. These barriers have been identified elsewhere [27,28].

In order to identify sufficient potential participants, we hired several graduate and undergraduate students to spend time in the clinic waiting room. They approach people who appear to be African American, introduce the study, and collect contact information from those indicating willingness to participate. A preference for a face-to-face approach with minority populations has been recently echoed in the literature [5]. Although this recruitment method has yielded sufficient participants for our current study, we have identified three areas of concern using this approach.

One concern is the need to have recruiters present during clinic hours running from early morning to late afternoon, five days a week. As the recruiter positions were not initially budgeted, funding adequate coverage has required creative reallocation of funds and careful scheduling as well as reliance on students in recruiter roles. While a recruiter talks with one potential participant, others are leaving the clinic area and may be missed. Dignan and colleagues [6] identified similar concerns in recruiting African American cancer patients in southern states. Ideally, having at least two recruiters on site together each day would allow more efficient recruitment if such coverage could be funded.

A difficulty of the on-site face-to-face recruitment process is that our team members need to quickly identify who is African American. Because the range of appearance of those who self-identify as African American or Black is extensive, errors can be made [29,30]. Therefore, our team members ask people they approach how they self-identify with regard to race/ethnicity to assess eligibility for the study. The second concern happens occasionally when potential participants ask why only African American patients are eligible and question whether the racial emphasis is discriminatory. When we explain that our focus is to assess eligibility for the study. The second concern happens occasionally when potential participants ask why only African American patients are eligible and question whether the racial emphasis is discriminatory. When we explain that our focus is on African Americans because of observed differences in pain experiences and perceived control over pain between African Americans and Caucasians [31], people say that this rationale is understandable and acceptable.

The third concern relates to cultural concordance. Racial/ethnic matching of recruiters and potential participants has been suggested as a way to enhance minority participation in research [5,32]. When we seized an opportunity to add African American recruiters to our team, we noticed some additional issues. One recruiter is a PhD candidate with extensive nursing experience. Another recruiter is an undergraduate pre-nursing student. Potential participants respond quite positively to the more experienced recruiter. However, although responses to the less experienced recruiter are friendly, people seem to take the offer of participation less seriously. We are addressing this issue through additional training and on-site mentoring support by the more experienced recruiter. Based on our experiences with these two African American team members and several Caucasian recruiters, we conclude that whereas cultural concordance racial/ethnic matching may be desirable, other characteristics such as maturity, experience, and personality may be just as important. This is consistent with the patterns observed in the literature with regard to preferences for racial concordance [33,34].

Monetary incentives have been identified as a major asset to participant recruitment with the African American population [33,35]. In our study, we offer gift cards at the beginning and end of the study for each patient and caregiver. Despite our knowledge that there are many opportunities for participation in research studies through the cancer center, we were surprised when caregivers declined in favor of “studies that pay more.” Patients and caregivers recruited from a regional cancer center are research savvy; they have demonstrated knowledge of currently available studies and the competitive monetary incentives offered.

Enrolling participants

Once people indicate willingness to consider participation and provide contact information to a recruiter, a member of the research team attempts to call them to verify the accuracy of the contact information, to answer additional questions, and confirm willingness to participate. The process of contacting the potential participant by phone for confirmation is essential, but problematic. The initial challenge is reaching the potential participant. The number of calls needed to reach patients is often extensive. Whereas other researchers have limited call attempts to six in a two-week period [7], we find that contact often requires ten or more attempts over several weeks to get someone to answer the phone. Our participants tell us that they don’t answer for a variety of reasons including not feeling well enough to talk, not being able to reach the ringing phone and being away from home for doctor appointments and cancer treatments. Early in our enrollment effort, when a phone rang persistently but was not answered, we wondered if people were simply screening their calls and were not answering for phone numbers they did not recognize. After we talked with several of our participants and their family members, we were told that such call screening was not their general practice. In fact, people assured us that, because they are called by a variety of healthcare providers related to their diagnoses and treatments, they routinely try to answer all calls even when the number is unrecognized.

The fact that caregivers are frequently not living with patients also complicates making connections. Although a message is left if a voice mail system is in place, very rarely are calls returned. Recognizing that attempts to contact are usually limited by restrictions on staff time and energy, we find that among urban African American cancer patients with pain, additional attempts result in increased participant enrollment, thereby justifying the effort. We have also recently identified text messaging as a productive way of contacting some people and are increasing use of this method of communication. We encourage our team callers to be patient and persistent with the realization that enrollment in our study is probably not our participants’ top priority. In a recent systematic review of the literature on factors influencing African American enrollment in cancer trials [36], life and environmental stressors were identified.

Other issues related to telephone contacts also challenge enrollment. Frequently our calls are met with an outgoing message that the “phone is no longer in service.” We have come to understand with our population that this can mean that the phone has actually been disconnected because the patient has died or moved, but more often it is due to non-payment of the phone bill. We have learned that when someone pays the outstanding balance on the bill, the phone service quickly resumes. Often service is restored within a day or two of our “disconnected” call. Therefore we continue to call those with “no longer in service” messages in the hopes of eventually making contact. Although this additional time and effort is costly, in our population it has proved to be effective in contacting and confirming participants.

As we recruit potential participants, we ask for contact numbers for both the patient and primary caregiver. We also inquire about any additional contact information that we might be able to use to reach them. Frequently, we need to use all of the available contact numbers to reach either the patient or someone who knows the patient’s status and whereabouts. In our population of urban African Americans with cancer pain, we observe that many people have landlines and several personal cell phones, but the available phones are not consistently in working order.

The prevalence of multiple phones in households came as a surprise in our study. In fact, expecting that phone access would be a problem in our sample [34], we arranged to provide disposable cell phones with pre-paid minutes as an additional incentive for participation in our study. It is essential for participants to be contactable by phone and to be able to contact the research nurses. We predicted that because a large percentage of our population of interest would be low income urban dwellers, they would have limited access to phones. Although other researchers had observed that most urban African Americans had cell phones we were concerned that many would be reticent to use their minutes for the research project. Purchasing disposable cell phones in bulk presented additional unanticipated challenges. Many cell phone retailers limit purchases to two cell phones per person. Using our university’s contacts and many hours of negotiation, we were eventually able to purchase batches of cell phones for study use. During the first year of enrollment, about half of our participants declined the offer of a free study phone in favor of using their existing phones. For those who choose to use their own phones, we add an extra gift card to compensate them for minutes used for the study.

As our initial study design was developed, the provision of cell phones was challenged by some reviewers. Their concerns related to the potential for “misuse” of the provided cell phones for non-study-related calls. We felt that putting restrictions on phone use would communicate a lack of trust to participants. With the community recruitment challenges and longitudinal design of our study, establishment and maintenance of trust is essential. Very few of our enrollees have requested additional minutes beyond what came with their cell phones and the few who asked have been given additional minutes.

Conclusion

We have described some of the challenges we have experienced in recruiting urban African Americans with cancer pain for a research project. As we considered issues related to accessing the population, recruiting potential participants, and enrolling patients and caregivers in our study, we identified characteristics that were consistent with the literature and characteristics that seem unique to our specific population. As anticipated, many of our potential participants are older, low income, urban African Americans with limited education, scarce resources, and distrust of the health care system. However, many people we recruit are well educated, quite knowledgeable about research, and very open to healthcare providers and researchers. Our population so far is younger than anticipated and struggling with an absence of family, faith, or community supports. They are more connected in terms of phone ownership, but often difficult to contact due to interruptions in phone service, housing in security, and time demands related to medical care for their cancer. Although often challenging to recruit, contact, and enroll in our project, we found that patience and persistence yield participants who not only enroll, but enthusiastically complete the 12-week longitudinal study. To successfully recruit urban African American patients with cancer pain, our experience demonstrates the need to balance general knowledge of the population with careful local and individual assessment and adjustment of recruiting strategies based on specific participant and urban community needs.
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